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This edited volume examines a number of topics related to the roles of individual and contextual factors
in English as second or foreign language (ESL/EFL) settings by presenting chapters across the three
sections of theoretical and pedagogical approaches, teacher and learner research, and research into the
roles of technology. The book has a focus on practical actions and recommendations related to
individual and contextual factors in ESL/EFL, with a specific concern with issues of cognition,
metacognition, emotion, and identity, and offers perspectives from a diverse range of international
education settings. For teachers of ESL/EFL, the effective recognition and integration of individual and
contextual factors into the classroom may represent a significant challenge. This is often the case in
those settings where native English speaking teachers work in foreign language contexts where they
may have limited understanding of local cultures and languages, or where language instructors have
class groups that are culturally and linguistically diverse. In these, and similar, contexts, the types and
extent of individual and contextual factors impacting on language learning may challenge both learner
and instructor expectations of what an effective and supportive classroom is. While such a situation
offers numerous opportunities for learners and teachers to expand their knowledge of themselves and
each other, it also presents the possibility for ineffective teaching and learning to occur. It is within this
framework that the book presents the latest theoretical, pedagogical, and research perspectives from
around the world, thereby providing a resource for all stakeholders with an interest in the roles
individual and contextual factors play in the English learning process.
Breakthrough Plus is a communication-focussed course in American English for young adult and adult
learners of English. This flexible course builds confidence through an emphasis on speaking and
listening skills, and enhances learning through the innovative and interactive digibook.
This book gathers together 11 empirical-based studies of classroom interaction carried out in different
countries, including the USA, England, Kenya, Sweden, and China. Along with a state-of-the-art
literature review, the chapters provide key insights and engagement priorities that will prove relevant
to a variety of learning and teaching contexts.
Macmillan English Practice Book
Way Ahead
Macmillan English, Level 1
Teacher's Guide
Current Scenarios and Future Trajectories
English Education in Oman
The second level in the five-part Breakthrough plus course to develop English language communication skills, with 12
units of activities and exercises emphasizing speaking and listening, and including practice in grammar, vocabulary,
reading and writing; includes access to a Digibook, an onscreen version of the Student book with integrated audio and
video and additional interactive exercises.
A pack that contains the Student's Book and webcode access to online components. It allows students to practise language
online and on the move and see their progress. It also gives access to additional material such as audio, video, answer key,
glossary, phrase banks and worksheets.
The first level in the five-part Breakthrough plus course to develop English language communication skills, with 12 units
of activities and exercises emphasizing speaking and listening, and including practice in grammar, vocabulary, reading and
writing; includes access to a Digibook, an onscreen version of the Student book with integrated audio and video and
additional interactive exercises.
Dex the Dino
Challenging Reading for 8–18 Year Olds
Proceedings of the Technical and Vocational Education and Training International Conference (TVETIC 2018), November
26-27, 2018, Johor Bahru, Malaysia
Research in Young Children's Literacy and Language Development
Student book. 1
Language and literacy development for different populations
"This book contributed to the debate about the importance of research-based studies in the field of educational policy making in general and learning
technologies, particularly the use of interactive whiteboards for education"--Provided by publisher.
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to English language teaching, and is suitable for teachers in a variety of educational settings,
including compulsory education. It has been completely revised and updated to cover essential new topics for the modern English languages teacher.
These include: English as an international language ; Language acquisition theories and teaching methodologies ; Using digital supplementary
materials ; Content and language integrated learning (CLIL). - Back cover
Interactive General Chemistry meets students where they are...with a general chemistry program designed for the way students learn. Achieve provides
a new platform for Interactive General Chemistry, thoughtfully developed to engage students for better outcomes. Powerful data and analytics provide
instructors with actionable insights on a platform that allows flexibility to align with a broad variety of teaching and learning styles and the exciting
Interactive General Chemistry program! Whether a student's learning path starts with problem solving or with reading, Interactive General Chemistry
delivers the learning experience he or she needs to succeed in general chemistry. Built from the ground up as a digital learning program, Interactive
General Chemistry combines the Sapling Learning homework platform with a robust e-book with seamlessly embedded, multimedia-rich learning
resources. This flexible learning environment helps students effectively and efficiently tackle chemistry concepts and problem solving. Student-centered
development In addition to Macmillan's standard rigorous peer review process, student involvement was critical to the development and design of
Interactive General Chemistry. Using extensive research on student study behavior and data collection on the resources and tools that most effectively
promote understanding, we crafted this complete course solution to intentionally embrace the way that students learn. Digital-first experience
Interactive General Chemistry was built from the ground up to take full advantage of the digital learning environment. High-quality multimedia
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resources--including Sapling interactives, PhET simulations, and new whiteboard videos by Tyler DeWitt--are seamlessly integrated into a streamlined,
uncluttered e-book. Embedded links provide easy and efficient navigation, enabling students to link to review material and definitions as needed.
Problems drive purposeful study Our research into students' study behavior showed that students learn best by doing--so with Interactive General
Chemistry, homework problems are designed to be a front door for learning. Expanding upon the acclaimed Sapling homework--where every problem
contains hints, targeted feedback, and detailed step-by-step solutions--embedded resources link problems directly to the multimedia-rich e-book,
providing just-in-time support at the section and chapter level.
Using Literature in English Language Education
TVET Towards Industrial Revolution 4.0
Listen!: Ten Interactive English Lessons
For All Practical Purposes
Computer-Assisted Foreign Language Teaching and Learning: Technological Advances

Educational technologies continue to advance the ways in which we teach and learn. As these technologies continue to
improve our communication with one another, computer-assisted foreign language learning has provided a more efficient
way of communication between different languages. Computer-Assisted Foreign Language Teaching and Learning:
Technological Advances highlights new research and an original framework that brings together foreign language
teaching, experiments and testing practices that utilize the most recent and widely used e-learning resources. This
comprehensive collection of research will offer linguistic scholars, language teachers, students, and policymakers a
better understanding of the importance and influence of e-learning in second language acquisition.
The Routledge Handbook of English Language Teacher Education provides an accessible, authoritative, comprehensive
and up-to-date resource of English language teacher education. With an overview of historical issues, theoretical
frameworks and current debates, this handbook provides unique insights into a range of teacher education contexts,
focusing on key issues relating to teacher and learner priorities, language and communication, current practices,
reflective practice, and research. Key features include: a cross-section of current theories, practices and issues, providing
readers with a resource which can be used in a variety of contexts; the use of data, transcripts and tasks to highlight and
illustrate a range of practices, including examples of ‘best practice’; ‘snapshots’ of ELTE from a number of contexts taken
from all around the world; and examples of current technological advances, contemporary thinking on reflective practice,
and insights gained from recent research. This wide-ranging and international collection of chapters has been written by
leading experts in the field. The Routledge Handbook of English Language Teacher Education is sure to be core reading
for students, researchers and educators in applied linguistics, TESOL and language education.
The importance of the early years in young children’s lives and the rigid inequality in literacy achievement are a
stimulating backdrop to current research in young children’s language and literacy development. This book reports new
data and empirical analyses that advance the theory of language and literacy, with researchers using different
methodologies in conducting their study, with both a sound empirical underpinning and a captivating analytical
rationalization of the results. The contributors to this volume used several methodological methods (e.g. quantitative,
qualitative) to describe the complete concept of the study; the achievement of the study; and the study in an appropriate
manner based on the study’s methodology. The contributions to this volume cover a wide range of topics, including dual
language learners; Latino immigrant children; children who have hearing disabilities; parents’ and teachers’ beliefs about
language development; early literacy skills of toddlers and preschool children; interventions; multimodalities in early
literacies; writing; and family literacy. The studies were conducted in various early childhood settings such as child care,
nursery school, Head Start, kindergarten, and primary grades, and the subjects in the studies represent the pluralism of
the globe – a pluralism of language, backgrounds, ethnicity, abilities, and disabilities. This book was originally published
as a special issue of Early Child Development and Care.
Macmillan English Grammar in Context- Advanced
Pupil's Book + App. 1
International Perspectives on ELT Classroom Interaction
Mathematical Literacy in Today's World
What to Teach and how to Teach it
Student book. 2
The fourth level in the five-part Breakthrough plus course to develop English language communication skills, with 12 units of
activities and exercises emphasizing speaking and listening, and including practice in grammar, vocabulary, reading and
writing; includes access to a Digibook, an onscreen version of the Student book with integrated audio and video and
additional interactive exercises.
English-medium instruction (EMI) has become a pervasive teaching model in recent higher education. The implementation of
EMI programs requires changes in university teaching methods since most lecturers need to adapt their contents and the way
they teach them to successfully work in foreign language environments. The rapid proliferation of such programs has resulted
in concern among teaching staff, who have felt pushed towards teaching their subject content through a non-native language
with little or no previous training. As a result, many recent studies have highlighted the importance and urgency to train
teaching staff in terms of language proficiency and the appropriate teaching methods, techniques, and strategies to be applied
in EMI lessons. Teacher Training for English-Medium Instruction in Higher Education is an academic research publication
that provides comprehensive research on effective approaches and experiences in teacher training for EMI at universities
both in terms of language skills and teaching methodologies and that analyzes the design and development of comprehensive
teacher training programs that successfully engage these EMI programs. It has profound implications for the development of
the international profile of higher education institutions as it provides information on how to train highly-qualified lecturers
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to successfully teach students from different nationalities. Featuring a wide range of topics such as assessment, curriculum
design, and learning styles, this book is ideal for pre- and in-service teachers, language specialists, content specialists,
administrators, deans, higher education faculty, researchers, practitioners, curriculum designers, policymakers,
academicians, and students.
Every lesson in Macmillan English 3 has two pages of resources in the Teacher's Guide to assist the teacher. The first page
shows the pupils' material in facsimile and the brief notes on each step of the lesson related by pointers to the facsimile. This
allows teachers to conduct the lesson with the stimulus material and main teaching points together. The second page contains
the lesson summary, including the aim, specific targets, key words and language, materials needed and advance preparation
required. It also contains a chart showing the proportion of time recommended for each lesson section, a warm-up to begin
the lesson, detailed notes for aspects of each lesson which teachers may wish to use, tapescripts for listening activities and
extension activities.
Technological Advances
The Routledge Handbook of English Language Teacher Education
Student book. 4
NEXT MOVE STARTER INTERACTIVE CLASSROOM PACK.
Interactive Whiteboards for Education: Theory, Research and Practice
Technoliteracy, Discourse, and Social Practice: Frameworks and Applications in the Digital Age
Covering Green's The Fault in Our Stars, Collins' The Hunger Games, Selznick's The
Invention of Hugo Cabret, Rowling's Wizarding World, Staake's Bluebird and Winton's
Lockie Leonard, contributors consider how literature can be used for teaching literary
literacy, creative writing, intercultural learning, critical pedagogy and deep reading in
school settings where English is the teaching medium. Leading scholars from around the
world explore pedagogical principles for English Language Teaching (ELT) widening
children's and teenagers' literacy competences as well as their horizons through
insightful engagement with texts. From challenging picturebooks for primary and secondary
students, to graphic novels, to story apps, film and drama, as well as speculative
fiction on provocative topics, recent research on literature education in ELT settings
combines with cognitive criticism in the field of children's, young adult and adult
literature.
The ideal companion for any teacher interested in the use of technology in the language
classroom, Blended Learning provides a practical overview of the technology currently
available. It combines basic information for the technological novice with sophisticated
ideas for using technology in the classroom. Teachers are offered practical ideas and
suggestions for ways to use technology to enhance and support students' learning. The
authors also examine the implications of the use of technology for language teaching
methodology in general.
By the Consortium for Mathematics and Its Applications.
Teacher Training for English-Medium Instruction in Higher Education
Educational Stages and Interactive Learning: From Kindergarten to Workplace Training
NEXT MOVE LEVEL 3 INTERACTIVE CLASSROOM PACK.
In Company 3.0 Upper Intermediate Level Student's Book Pack
English World 1
Interactive General Chemistry Achieve, 1-term Access Code
A communication-focussed course in American English. This flexible course builds confidence through an
emphasis on speaking and listening skills, and enhances learning through the innovative and interactive
digibook. The Teacher's Resource Book Pack contains teacher's notes, a test generator CD-ROM and a
webcode for the Digibook.
The introductory level in the five-part Breakthrough plus course to develop English language
communication skills, with 12 units of activities and exercises emphasizing speaking and listening, and
including practice in grammar, vocabulary, reading and writing; includes access to a Digibook, an
onscreen version of the Student book with integrated audio and video and additional interactive
exercises.
Presenting a range of exciting activities that support the development of creative English lessons
within the existing structures of the Foundation Curriculum and the National Curriculum, this book: is
packed full of interactive and creative teaching strategies provides guidance on assessing creative work
highlights opportunities for creative literacy activities across the curriculum covers ages 3-11.
Macmillan English 5
Using Technology in and Beyond the Language Classroom
Blended Learning
From Kindergarten to Workplace Training
Breakthrough Plus Class Audio Introduction Level
Individual and Contextual Factors in the English Language Classroom
Listen!: Ten More Interactive English LessonsListen!: Ten Interactive English LessonsMacmillan English, Level 1
Demand for Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) in Malaysia has been growing extensively, involving various
involvement from industry and academia. Research related to the improvement of TVET in Malaysia, as well as the sustainability of
TVET especially in the Industrial Revolution 4.0 era are among the topics of interest presented in this book. The input from this
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research provides better insight on the current situation of TVET in Malaysia as a whole, opening up various research fields to be
explored in the future by other researchers. The development of education on an international level has sparked the idea for
educators and academia to find solutions on issues of education relevant to the 21st century, hence this book shares the strategies
and efforts needed to strengthen the education in various regions and make sure it is on par with education in developed
countries.
This book explores an area that has been somewhat overlooked in the literature to date – the current status and future trends of
English education in Oman. It offers a variety of theoretical and methodological approaches to the subject and explores areas of
English education in Oman that have, until now, been little investigated. It explores these issues from a variety of perspectives: the
professionalization of English teachers in the country; the implementation of novel teaching methodologies, curricula, and
assessment approaches, into what are, in many ways, still very traditional education settings; the integration of learner identity into
English language instruction; country- and culture-specific concerns with conducting research with Omani participants; the
strategic demands of building stronger links between education and workforce needs; and developing learner autonomy and
motivation.
Teaching English Grammar
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and Empirical Approaches
Breakthrough Plus
500 Activities for the Primary Classroom
You and Me, Level 2
A Course in English Language Teaching

"This book provides a unique and important insight into the diverse approaches to, and implementation of, technoliteracy in
different contexts, presenting the significance and value of preparing students, educators and those responsible for information
technology to use IT effectively and ethically to enhance learning"--Provided by publisher.
The adoption of ICT for personal and business use has encouraged the growth of interactive learning as well as its application in a
number of education and training scenarios. Designing effective syllabi for interactive learning projects helps to ensure that
desired leaning outcomes are achieved without incurring a significant loss of time or money. Educational Stages and Interactive
Learning: From Kindergarten to Workplace Training provides a record of current research and practical applications in
interactive learning. This book reviews all aspects of interactive learning, investigates the history, status, and future trends of
interactive learning, introduces emerging technologies for interactive learning, and analyzes interactive learning cases in various
educational stages and learning situations. Readers interested in the technologies and pedagogical applications of interactive
learning will find this book a comprehensive reference for the understanding of notions, theories, techniques, and methods related
to the research and development of interactive learning.
Practice exercises for the Language Book activities, intended for homework or quiet class time. Practice Book pages should be done
when the corresponding page in the Language Book has been finished. If time allows teachers may like to go through some or all
of the exercises orally before children work independently.
Frameworks and Applications in the Digital Age
Creative Teaching: English in the Early Years and Primary Classroom
Theory, Research and Practice
Breakthrough
Listen!: Ten More Interactive English Lessons
Mimi's Wheel
Contains all the listening material to accompany each level including chants, vocabulary songs, stories and
nursery ryhmes.
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